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ABSTRACT 
We introduce the subspaces G,, Gfi and G!(o,/3rO) of the Schwartz space S+ defined on the 
interval (0, +co), which are associated with the Hankel transform in the same way as the Gelfand- 
Shilov spaces S,, SB and SC are with the Fourier transform. That is, the Hankel transform defined 
as 
m 
.qf(x) = i j f(t)(tx)~‘y’2’tYJy(~) dt 
2 0 
(y> - I) is an isomorphism from G,, GB and Gt onto G”, Gg and Gi. We extend this result for 
the fractional powers of the Hankel transform and for modified fractional powers of the Hankel 
transform. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The theory developed by Schwartz ([S]) of the Fourier transformation of 
distributions, besides playing an important role in different fields of mathe- 
matics and mathematical physics, provided one of the most usual procedures 
for generalizing a classical transform. This procedure consists in constructing 
a testing function space where the transform turns out to be a closed map- 
ping. Thus, the Schwartz space S was defined to extend the Fourier transform 
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from the space L*(m) to another larger space: the space of tempered dis- 
tribution. 
However, physical considerations related to unrenormalizable and non- 
localizable field theories made it desirable to extend the Fourier transform to 
a larger class of functionals than tempered distributions. Therefore the Gel- 
fand-Shilov spaces of type S (S,, Sp and S$ arose ([GS]). In order that a 
function f belong to these spaces, the order in k and p of supI E R 1 tkfcp)(t)l, is 
forced to be bounded by a fixed double sequence: sequences of the type 
C Akkak, 
P 
CkBPpPP and CAkBpkakppp for the spaces S,, Sp and Si, respec- 
tively. So, these spaces are subspaces of the Schwartz space S, and endowing 
them with their usual topologies, one obtains that the space of tempered 
distribution is a subspace of their dual spaces. As the Fourier transform is an 
isomorphism from the space S, onto Sa and from S! onto Si, one can extend 
the Fourier transform to their dual distribution spaces which contain the space 
of tempered distributions. 
Now let us consider the analogous transform to the Fourier transform for the 
positive real line (0, +oo), that is, the transformation &?c defined by tie(f)(t) = 
+r f(x)J,,(@)dx. Th’ t is ransform is an isometry from the space L2((0, +oo)) 
onto itself. 
The transform tic will be called the Hankel-Clifford transform to avoid 
confusion with the classical Hankel transform He, defined by H,,(f)(t)= 
1,” @J(_~)&(xt)dx (for further information about this denomination, see [HI). 
Like the Fourier transform, the Hankel-Clifford transform can be extended 
to its own space of tempered distributions, that is, the space of tempered 
distribution with support contained in (0, +a~), by proving that x0 is an 
isomorphism from the space S+ (that is, the Schwartz space defined on 
(0, +oo)) onto itself. 
Thus, the following question arises: will there be analogous spaces associated 
with the Hankel-Clifford transform as the Gelfand-Shilov spaces are with the 
Fourier transform, which allow us to extend this transformation to a larger 
class of functionals than tempered distributions with positive support? 
Let us recall the related results for the Hankel transform Ho. This transform 
is an isometry from L*((O, +a))) onto itself. Zemanian ([Z]) extended it to a 
certain space of generalized functions, defining the test function space Ho 
which actually is the same as the space 
{ Pf(?) : j-e S’} = t’?seven 
(given a space of functions X, we denote by X,,,, the subspace of even func- 
tions which belong to X). He generalized this result for other Hankel type 
transforms HP (pz -+) defined by H,(f)(t) = {,” @f(x)J,(xt)dx, and the 
associated spaces HK = {t 1’2+uf(t2) : f E S’}, 
In [Dl], we proved that actually, the results about the Hankel-Clifford and 
the Hankel transform, which we have commented on, are the same up to a 
change of variables, and we characterized all the Hankel type transforms which 
are isomorphisms between two Zemanian spaces. 
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For the last twenty years, many authors have been trying to extend the Gelfand- 
Shilov results for the Fourier transform to the Hankel transform. Indeed, W.Y. 
Lee ([L]) introduced the spaces of type HP which were defined from the Zemanian 
spaces HP as the Gelfand-Shilov spaces are defined from the Schwartz space. 
But his results are not completely satisfactory, because it was not proved that the 
Hankel transform is an isomorphism between these spaces. Moreover, from the 
results which we will prove in this paper, it will follow that this is not the case. 
R.S. Pathak ([PI) introduced other spaces to extend the Hankel transform, 
however these spaces do not correspond to the spaces of type S, but to the 
spaces of type W, also defined by Gelfand-Shilov. Only for the cases cz,,P< 1, 
can the spaces of type S be represented as spaces of type W. 
Only quite recently, a complete result has been proved by S. J.L. van Eijndhoven 
and C.A.M. van Berkel ([EB]). Indeed they have proved that the Hankel type 
transform IH, defined by IH,(f)(t) = j,” (xt)-~~~~“f(x)J~(xt)dx is an isomor- 
phism from the spaces S,,,,,,, Sieve” onto the spaces S&“, Si&,, respectively. 
(Some of these results were previously known, see [EGl], [EG2]). 
Let us return to the question about the Hankel-Clifford transform. Since the 
Hankel-Clifford transform is an isomorphism from the space S+ onto itself, 
it could seem that in order to extend this transform to a larger class of func- 
tionals, it would be useful to consider the Gelfand-Shilov spaces defined on 
(0,+03), which we denote by Sz, S+s and Szp. 
However, using the results in [Dl], it can be seen that the relation between 
the Hankel-Clifford transform and the Gelfand-Shilov spaces defined on 
(0, +03) is the same as the relation between the Hankel transform and the Lee 
spaces. And as we remarked above, Lee’s results are not satisfactory. 
Therefore, in order to extend the Hankel-Clifford transform, we introduce 
in this paper the subspaces G,, GP and G{ of the Schwartz space S+, and we 
prove that the so-called modified fractional power of the Hankel-Clifford 
transform, defined as 
2m 
&Jf)W = & 9 (xtz)-(~~2)xvy ( y-)f(x)dx 
0 
(z E C, 1.z = 1 and Z# 1) is an isomorphism from the spaces G,, Ga and Gt onto 
Ga, Gp and Gz respectively (Sections 2 and 3). Notice that for z= -1, we get 
the Hankel-Clifford transform Xy. This modified fractional power is closely 
related to the so-called Dual Poisson-Laguerre transform (see [ChH] and [Pa]). 
We define the spaces of type G in a slightly different way to how the Gelfand- 
Shilov spaces were defined. Indeed, in this case, in order that a function f 
belong to these spaces, we force the order in k and p of sup,,oIt(k+p)‘2f @j(t)1 , 
to be bounded by a fixed double sequence: sequences of the type C,,Akk@‘2)k, 
C,B’P (b’2)p, CAkBpk(a’2)kp(fl’2)p for the spaces G Gp and Gi, respectively. 
Also, we study the relation between the spaces I$ type G and the Gelfand- 
Shilov spaces defined on (0, +a~), proving that actually G,=&!, that G”c 
S+max(O,fi- 1) and that G~CS;max(O.~- 1) S ( ection 2). In a subsequent paper 
([D3]), we will prove that GB is always different from S+max(o,p-‘). 
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From the results in these paper and in [EB], we obtain the relation between 
the spaces of type G and the Gelfand-Shilov spaces defined on I??, and we will 
conclude that the results about the Hankel-Clifford transform in this paper and 
the results about the Hankel transform in [EB] improve the results by Lee in 
[L] (Section 3). 
NOTATIONS 
As usual R, C and N will denote real, complex and nonnegative integer 
numbers. The norm in L2 is denoted by 11. (j2. We put ilf]lz= jf(t)f(t) dt= 
1 <f(t),f(t)> I. Jfi and ZP will denote the Bessel functions of first kind and the 
Bessel functions of imaginary arguments, respectively. 
The letters a, /I and y will denote real parameters, a, j3 greater than or equal 
to 0, and y greater than -1. 
We shall use the following inequalities: 
(1.1-5) 
m amnanqm+n)a(m+n) 
(m+n)a(“+“)(ea(m+n)mamnan 
(k+p)m(a+P)5e mMp/k) + @(k/p) /&,PP 
(m-n) _ a(m-n)<mamn-an if m>n 
c;n”ln! _icrnn for certain constants co, cl > 0. 
2. THE SPACES G,, CD, Gi 
The Schwartz space S+ defined on (0, +a~) consists of all B”(0, +m)-functions 
which satisfy 
s,;f: 1 tkfcp)(t) 1 < 03 for p, k E N . 
In this Section, we introduce the spaces of test functions G,, Ga, Gt for 
a,p?O, list some of their properties and study their relationship with the Gel- 
fand-Shilov spaces defined on the interval (0, +oo). 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let a, /I 2 0 and A, B > 0. The spaces G,, , Ga’ and Gt: 
are defined as the set of aN complex valued EY functions f on I= (0, +oo) 
which belong to the Schwartz space S+ and satisfy: 
(2.1) V8>0 V’PE IN BC,,,>O Vke IN: IIt(P+k)‘2f(p)(t)/12~C6,p(A+B)kk@’2)k 
(2.2) v@>O Vke h\l zC&>O vpEh\l: ~(t~p+k~‘zf~p~(t)~~~~~Ce,~(~+~)p~~8’2~p 
(2.3) 
1 
V&e>0 K,,,>O Vk,pe N: 
I(t(p+k)‘2f(p)(t)ll2~Ce,6(A+6)k(B+e)pk(a’2)kp(P’2)p, 
respectively. 
We define the spaces G,, GP and G! as the union of the spaces G,, when 
A>O, G”B when B>O and G,, 8, B when A, B > 0, respectively. 
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We will endow the spaces Ga,*, GPVB and Gti with the topology generated 
by the seminorms 
if Q, 6 > 0 and p, k E N, respectively. 
We now list some observations about these spaces. 
NOTE 2.2. a) It is clear that we can change 11. iI2 to 11. (lm in previous 
Definitions. 
b) It is not hard to see that the spaces G,,, GaB and Gfj are Frechet 
spaces and that G,, Gp and Gt are sequentially complete locally convex 
spaces. 
c) The spaces G,, Gs and G{ are contained in the Schwartz space S’ and 
their topologies are stronger than that induced on them by S+. However, it 
should be noticed that condition (2.3) (and so (2.1) or (2.2)) is not enough to 
guarantee that a functionfbelongs to the space S+. For instance, the function 
f(t) =fie-’ satisfies (2.3) for a= 1, p=O, but does not belong to S+. 
Also, from the results in Sections 2 and 3 of this paper, it follows that if 
a, DZ 0 then G, and G” are dense in St and if cr, pr. 1 then Gi is dense in St. 
So, in these cases the space of tempered distributions with positive support 
(S+)’ can be identified with a subspace of (G,)‘, (GO)’ and (Gt)‘. 
d) The spaces Ga,A are closed under differentiation and multiplication by 
t. Hence, they are closed under multiplication by a polynomial. 
e) It is clear that if f ES’ then the function F(X) = jif(t) dt - jFf(t) dt 
belongs to Sf as well, and this function F is the only one which belongs to Sf 
and satisfies F’=f. We mean by integration the operator which sends the func- 
tion f to the function F. With this definition, it is easy to prove that the spaces 
G a,A are closed under integration. 
f) In the next Section and using the Hankel-Clifford transform, we will 
prove that the spaces G , u aB G” are also closed under differentiation, multi- 
plication by t and integration. 
g) The spaces G, can be redefined as follows: 
The space Gu,A consists of all complex valued %‘” functions f on I= (0, $00) 
which belong to the space S+ and satisfy for every (for some) y> -1 
I(t(p+k+y)‘2f(p)(t)((21CG,P(A + B)%@‘2)k 
for all nonnegative integers p, k and 6 > 0, where the constants Cs,P> 0 depend 
on y, f, 6 and p, but do not depend on k. 
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In the next Section, again using the Hankel-Clifford transform, we will 
prove that the spaces GBB can also be redefined in a similar way. 
Next, we study the connection of the spaces G,, Gp, Gt with other related 
spaces. 
We first recall the definition and basic properties of the Gelfand-Shilov 
spaces SJ, S@ and S, +B, defined on (O,+oo). If A,B>O, then 
s+ a,A = {f~ S”(0, +w): VS>O, p~i?J, ZI&,>O, Vk,prO, 
“,LIF Itkf@)(t)) 5 $,(A + &)kkak} 
S +A’ = {f~ F’(O,+w): VQ>O, kEfNJ, F?C,,,>O, Vk,prO, 
s,;r I tkf(p)(t)I 5 C&k@ + @YP9 
S ;pAB = {f~ 8”(0,+03): V’6,~>0, ZIC,,,>O, Vk,p>O, 
sup 1 tkf@)(f) / I C,&4 + #(B + e)P kakpPp} 
I>0 
and S,+ = U,,, S&,, S+p= U,,, S+83B and Sa+a= U,,,,, S;PAB. 
In the same way as for the space S, (see [GS, Ch. 4 Q2]), the following 
characterization for S: can be proved: 
THEOREM A. A function f e EY’(O, +w) belongs to Sz if and only if for every 
p E N, there exist two constants C,, Dp> 0 such that 
If’qt)jsc 
Pe 
-41(“a’ for t>O. 
Also, we will use that the space S& is closed under differentiation and 
multiplication by t. (The proof of this property for the space S,, can be 
found in [GS, Ch. 4 §4]). 
We start by proving that actually, G, = SG. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let f E St. Then, the following conditions are equivalent: 
a) feS,” 
b) feGG, 
c) There exist constants A, C>O such that IJtkf(t)lj21CAkkak for all k>O. 
PROOF. Implication b) -+ c) is straightforward. 
a) -+ b). Let us suppose f e S& . Since the space S& is closed under differen- 
tiation and multiplication by 1, it follows that, if p is even then tp’*f@‘(t) E 
S&, , and if p is odd then tcP- 1)‘2f (p)(t) E S& . Hence, this implication follows 
easily. 
To prove c) + a), given pro, we consider kz0, such that 2kzp, and put 
ck,,=2k(2k-1)..*(2k-m+ 1) for m=O,..., p. It is clear that there exists a 
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constant Cp (which does not depend on k) such that 
ck,m 5 + l)= 
all k10. 
the 
1 eyqt), tff’qt)) I = I (t2kf’qt),f’qt)> ( 
= 1 ((t2kf(p)(t))(p),f(f))) 
= l(L(:)ck,-t *k-mf(*p-m)(t), f(t) )I 
Ck,mCA2k(2k)2ak(( f(2p-m)((2 
5 D,(2nA(A + 1))2kk2ak q . 
Now, we show the relation between the spaces GB, Gi and the spaces StP, ,Szp. 
THEOREM 2.4. a) The space CD is contained in the space S+max(o,D-‘), 
b) The space Gi is contained in the space SJmax(‘*P-‘). 
c) Zf pr 1 and a+/352 then Gi=S,+/l-‘. 
PROOF. Part a) of Theorem follows from the following computations: 
l/Pf ‘qt)ll; = I <tkf’qt), tkf ‘P’(t)> I = ) (Pk,f’qt)f’qt)> I 
= (2;;;;)! I (t2p+*k, (f (qt)f’p’)‘*qt)>l 
(2k)! 
= (2k+2p)! 
((,*p+*k, mto ( ~)f’Pt”‘)o/(3p-m)(1)) ( 
x ) < &P + m)/2 + kj-(p+ M(tj 
> 
t(3~ - mY2+ kf(3p -m) 
(0 > I 
(2k)! 2p 2p 
5 (2k+2p)! m=O m c( > 
x C:B4p(p + m) /3/2(~+4(3~ _ m)P/*(3~-m) 
< ~,(B’)*ppmwt WP - 2.P) - 
(see (1.2), (1.4) and (1.5) for the last inequality). 
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Part b) can be proved in the same way. 
The proof of Part c) is as follows: If J”E S,+p-’ then, we get 
IIt(P+k)/2f(P)(t)IIZICAkBP F a(p+k)‘2p(P-1’p 
( > 
<CA:Bpk(a/2)kp(ff/2)Pp(B- l)P - 
< c.$Bf’,@/2’k - P (b/2)Pp((a+L3)/2- 1)~ 
< ,‘-A #‘k(a/2)kp(8/2)P - 
(see (I .2) for the second inequality), and hence f E Gt. q 
REMARK 2.5. Part a) of the previous Theorem is sharp. Indeed, in a subse- 
quent paper [(D3]), we will prove that actually, part a) of Theorem 2.4 is the 
best possible result, that is, for all /?r 1, the spaces G” and S+B-l are different 
and ?J+~-’ is the smallest space of type S+? which contains the space Gp. 
From part c) of the previous Theorem it follows that the space St”, which 
was studied in depth in [D2], is equal to Gi. 
The last part of the next Section will be devoted to studying the relationship 
between our spaces with the Gelfand-Shilov spaces (defined on R) and with 
those spaces defined by Lee in [L]. 
3. FRACTIONAL POWERS OF THE HANKEL-CLIFFORD TRANSFORM 
Let y > - 1. Throughout this Section we will write z for a complex number 
with Iz/ = 1, and different from 1. 
By L2((0, +a), tY dt), we denote the space of square-integrable functions 
defined on (0, +03) with weight t y, that is f EL~((O, -too), tYdt) if and only if 
J; tYjj-(t)j2dt<~. 
It is well-known that the set of functions 
@l(t)), = ((n!/r(n + y + 1))“2 e-(“2) L:(t)),, 
where (L:(t)), are the generalized Laguerre polynomials, is a complete ortho- 
normal system in L2((0, +o), tY dt), called the Laguerre orthonormal system. 
Let us consider the function @Jt) =e “2(* +t’l -z)‘. Since ( QZ(f) ( = 1, it fol- 
lows that the operator of multiplication by QZ is an isometry from the space 
L’((O, +oc)), I? dt) onto itself. 
So, from the following formula (see [Le, p. 78]), one obtains Theorem 3.1 below 
1 __ ,-1/2(x+r)(l +z/1 -z)z-(Y/2)1 2* 
1-Z ( > Y l-z 
= ; z”Lz?;(.u)LT$(t). 
II=0 
THEOREM 3. I. The fractional power of the Hankel-Clifford transform 
9 t,y : L’((O, +cx)), tY dt) + L2((0, +a), tY dt) defined by 
1 
&,&f)(t) = 1-z e 
-l/2(1 +z/1 -z)1 
r/2(1 +Z/l -Z)X(xtz)-(Y/2)xYly 
0 
and the modified fractional power of the Hankel-Clifford transform 
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&&,:L2((0,+~),tYdt)+LZ((0,+03),tYdt) defined by 
1 
gz, ,(f)(O = @z(O~z, y(@P,f)W 
(3.1) 2@ = +_ % (xtz)-cy/2)xyZ, (c)f(x) dx 
are isometries from L2((0, +a~), tY dt) onto itself. So if f c L2((0, +m), t y dt) we 
have 
(3.2) llty'2J&(f)(f)12 = lv2f(f)l12, 
(3.3) lIty'2&l(fm2 = V2fW12. 0 
a study of the fractional powers the in L2((0, 
see 
Notice that when z = - 1 then gz,, =$& =&$,, where ;“e, is the Hankel- 
Clifford transform, defined as 
.x;f(x) = +y f(t)(tx)-(y’2)tYJy(I/jli)dt 
0 
(see [Dl]). And when z”= - 1 then sly = tiY (hence the name fractional 
power of the Hankel-Clifford transform). Also, we have gz;j =.zZ, I,~, and 
$--:; =$z-‘,y. 
Via Fourier-Laguerre coefficients, it is easy to see that the mapping 9z,z,y is 
an isomorphism from St onto itself. Hence, since the multiplication by Qz is 
also an isomorphism from S+ onto itself, it follows that the mappinggz,, is 
also such an isomorphism. 
In this Section, we extend this result, proving that the modified fractional 
powers of the Hankel-Clifford transform, and hence the Hankel-Clifford 
transform, are isomorphisms from G, onto GO, from GP onto Gfl, and from 
Gt onto Gi. To obtain this result, we proceed in several steps. Firstly, we 
prove it for y = 0. Secondly, for y > - 1 and the spaces G, and GP. From here, 
we extend it for the spaces Ct. 
To begin with, we prove the next Lemma. Part iii) of this Lemma is especially 
important, because it is the key to prove the main results. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let feS’, y>-1, ZEG, (zl= 1, z#l and nr0. 
i) ZfOskln then 
ii) &,,f(x) = (z- 1)"~,,+.f'"'(x)~ 
iii) Zf k?O, then 
(3.4) IIt(“+k+y)‘*f(n)(t)/12 = 1  -Zlpn+k (It(“+k+y)‘2~~k,‘f(t)I/2. 
PROOF. i) Indeed, since (t-(Y’2)Zy(fi))c’)= 1/2mt~O’+m)‘2Zy+m(1/T) (see [Le, 
p. 1031, and from (3.1), we get 
n-k 
&+n(fi)* 
ii) Sincef =&&(f) =& I,&$,yf ), we get f ‘“‘=&:‘,y(&,f)v and from 
i), weobtainf(“)=(l/(z-l))“$z~~,,+.($~,f). Hence,~~,,+,f’“‘=(z-1)-“~,,f. 
iii) Consider FES+ such that F@‘=f, and put g=&FES+. Then, from 
i) and ii), we have 
and 
g=~~,yf=(Z-l)k~~,y+kF’k’=(Z--)k~~,y+kf= (l-z)(z-l) ‘,$-:?f* 
Z > 
So, from (3.3), we get 
IIt’“+k+y”2~~‘(t)112 = /l--ZI-n-k Ilt’n+k+y”2~~~I,y+n+kg(f)112 
= 11 -q-k ((t(“+k+y)‘2g(t)(12 
= 11 -Zl-n+k I(t(“+k+Y)‘2~~k,‘f(t)l12. q 
Now, from the Definition of the spaces G,, GP, Gi, the identity (3.4) and 
sincegz,e is an isomorphism from Sf onto itself, it follows that the modified 
fractional power of the Hankel-Clifford transform gzz,e is an isomorphism 
from Ga,A onto G”,~l-ziA, from GBB onto Gio,B,ll_z~ from Gfz onto Gpa’l,F!f,, 
and so, from G,, GP, G! onto Gn, GP and Gj, respectively. ’ 
We are going to extend this result for &Jv>--1). We will need the fol- 
lowing Lemma, which is interesting in itself. 
LEMMA 3.3. The spaces GPY B are closed under differentiation and integra- 
tion, and so under multiplication by t. 
PROOF. Consider a function f which belongs to GPYB. It will suffice to prove 
that the functions f’ and F(x) =Sf f(t) dt - j,” f(t) dt belong to CD*‘. Now, 
from the previous result for z= - 1, there exists g E GB,(B,2j such that f =3&g. 
Since GP,(B,2j is closed under differentiation and integration, it follows that the 
functions g’ and G(x) = ki g(t) dt - 5,” g(t) dt belong to GB,(B/~). Again, the 
previous result yields that the functions %cg’ and JZ’~G belongs to GP,B. But 
from Lemma 3.2, it follows that 
f’=.~~g=(-2)-‘re,g=(-2)~‘.%‘~G’=(-2)-2rtbG 
and 
F’ = f = %$g = -2X,g’ = S;g’, 
hence, F=XOg’, and the Lemma is proved. 0 
Taking into account that the spaces GPyB are closed under differentiation 
and integration, it is easy to prove, that they can be redefined as follows (see 
part g) of Note 2.2): 
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The space G Ir, B consists of all complex valued 8” functions f on I = (0, +03) 
which belong to the space S+ and satisfy for every (for some) y > - 1 
(3.5) Ilt(P+k+y)‘2f (P)(t)1121C,,k(B+@)Pp(B’2)p 
for all nonnegative integers p, k and Q > 0, where the constants C,?, > 0 depend 
on y, f, Q and k, but do not depend on p. 
From the identity (3.4), part g) of Note 2.2 and this new definition for the 
space GAB, we get that the modified fractional power of the Hankel-Clifford 
transform gz, y is an isomorphism from G,, onto Ga,‘l-zIA, from GBB onto 
Gb, E/I 1 -z/ , so from G, , Gp onto Ga, G,, respectively. 
In order to extend this result to the spaces G{, it will suffice to prove that 
G,p=GU tl GB: 
LEMMA 3.4. G,P=G,flGp. 
PROOF. We proceed as in [K]. 
Let f E G, fl GP be. So, f satisfies 
IIt(k’2)f(t)1121CAkk(a’2)k, 
Ilt(p’2)f qt)l12 5 CBPp(fl’2)P 
for certain constants A, B, C> 0. 
Suppose kzp/2. Then we get 
(3.6) 
= (p+k)...(p+k-m+l) 
x 10 P+k-mf ‘&4f(f))I 
= (p+k)...(p+k-m+l) 
x / ,yW)j9mO, tkmW2) f(t)>1 
(p+k)mII tp-(m’2)f (2p-m)(t)lj2 Iltk-(m’2)f(t)l12 
x CB2P,42k(2P _ m)b(P-(m/2))(2k _ m)aV-W2)) 
CBfA fpflPk”k(p + k)mp-(h)/2k-(am)/2 
(see (1.4) and (1.3) for the two last inequalities). Hence, if a+/??2, we get 
lIt(p+k)‘2f(p)(t)ll:I C(2B2)P(A2)Q#%P 
for krp/2. 
If f E G, n GP, we have proved that .x’,, f E Can GP. Then (3.4) gives 
Ip(P+k)‘2f qt)l12 = 2-p+kllt(p+k)‘23,eg(k)f(t)l12. 
Hence, if kIp/2, proceeding as before, we get 
11 t@ + k)‘2f(p)(t) /I; I CB{A;pDpkak 
for 01 kIp/2. And so f E Ct. 
If a+/3<2, we are going to prove that G, fl GO= (O}, and as Gfc G, fl( 
we conclude that Gi= G, fl Gp. 
Taking k =p, and k=p - 2, (3.6) gives 
IltPf (P)(t)II:ICCfp((~+P)/2+l)p 
))tP- ‘f qt)));2 CCfp((a+PV2+ lb_ 
9, 
If we write tPf @j(t) = Jh (tPf ‘P’(t))‘(x)dx and use Holder’s inequality, we get 
(3.7) sup JtPf(P)(t))12CCP+1(p+l)e(P+‘) 
1>0 
where ~=(a+/3)/4+5< 1. 
Now, we proceed as in the proof of Theorem 5.1 in [D2]. Indeed, since 
f E Gp, from part a) of Theorem 2.4, it follows that f ES+max{o,PP ‘1. As 
(w+p<2, then p-- l< 1, the function g(z)= C,, (f’“‘(O)/n!)z” is entire and 
f(x) =g(x) if x>O. From (3.7) and as Q< 1, it follows that if x>O and ZEC with 
IzI <2x then 
I&+z)l = / ; $P(x)l 5 ; y If’“‘(x)/ 
~2C~~C~+1(n+1)P(“+‘)=constant. 
Hence the entire function g is bounded, and as lim,, +oo f(x)=O, it follows 
that g = 0, and so f = 0. 0 
Hence, we conclude: 
THEOREM 3.5. The modified fractional power of the Hankel-Clifford 
transform gz,v is an isomorphism from G,, GP and Gi onto Ga, Ga and GF, 
respectively. 0 
The behaviour of the fractional powers of the Hankel-Clifford transform 
with respect to the spaces G,, Gp and Gt is not so regular as that of the 
modified fractional powers. The reason is that, in general, the spaces GP, Gf 
are not closed under multiplication by Qz. To study this behaviour, we need 
the following. 
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LEMMA 3.6. The operator of multiplication by Qr is an isomorphism from 
the spaces G,, Gz onto themselves. 
PROOF. The Theorem for G, follows from Theorem 2.3, since I@,(t)1 = 1. 
It can be proved in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 3.4 that if f E GE 
then 
when 0 I m <p. 
From here, it is easy to prove that eC”f(t) E Gz when fe Gz and c is any real 
number. 0 
From Theorem 3.5 and Lemma 3.6, one obtains the following. 
COROLLARY 3.7. The fractional power of the Hankel-Clifford transform 
.?F<*, is an isomorphism from G, onto @,-IG”= {@,-of :feG”}, andfrom 
Qzm~Gi onto Gr IG;. Moreover, it is an isomorphism from Gi onto itself. 0 
Now, using the results about the Hankel-Clifford transform which we have 
obtained, and other related ones proved in [EB], we will prove that there exists 
a close relationship between our spaces and the Gelfand-Shilov spaces S,, SD, 
S! defined on R. Indeed, we get 
COROLLARY 3.8. A function f belongs to the space G,, Gp or Gt if and only 
if the function f (t 2, belongs to the space S,,, even, S&ii or S,g/,: even, respectively. 
PROOF. If we prove that 
(3.8) G, = {f(l/i> :f E %/2 and f is an even function} 
then the Corollary will follow from the results about the Hankel and the 
Hankel-Clifford transforms proved in this paper and in [EB]. 
Now, from Theorem 2.3 in this paper, it easily follows that f(fi)E G, if 
fE %z/2,?_W"~ 
If f E G,, using the chain rule for higher derivatives, it is not hard to prove 
that f (t2) E Sa,2,even. 0 
Now, we use the previous Corollary to show the relation between Lee and 
Gelfand-Shilov spaces (see [L] for the definition of Lee spaces). 
Indeed, from the equality 
((1 /t)(d/dt))“(f(t)) = l”(d/dx)“(g/x)), 
where f(t)=g(t’), and x= t2, it is straightforward that if p >_ -+, then: 
H, =t “2+qf(P) : f E S2fa) 
HiI t1/2+# {f(P>:fES+fl} 
HP = t”2+P{f(t2):f&;aq. P. ff 
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Now, using Theorems 2.3 and 2.4, the relation between Lee and Gelfand- 
Shilov spaces can be stated: 
H,,. = f”2+pSa,even 
Hfl> +“+P’S(fi+ I)/2 
P even 
HP >+/2+P‘$8+1)/2 
P. a a,even . 
Moreover, Remark 2.5 states that H~#t”2’MS,(~~~ ‘)‘2. Hence, we see that 
Theorem 3.5 (for z= - 1) in this paper, and Corollary 2.6 in [EB], improve 
the results by Lee in [L]. Indeed, in [L], it was proved that the range of 
H, acting on the space H,,, is contained in the space HF. We have stated 
that this range is the space t”2+pS&n and this space is a proper subspace 
of HF-‘. 
To finish this Section, let me note that from Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 in this 
paper, Theorem 5.2 in [D.2] and by using the Hankel-Clifford transform, we 
get the following result about the nontriviality of the spaces G,, GB and G$ 
COROLLARY 3.9. For every a, Sz 0, the spaces G,, GB are nontrivial. The 
space Gi reduces to the nullfunction if and only if 
I) fl=O and a<2 
II) a=0 and b<2 
III) a#O, /?#O and a+p<2. q 
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